
Solution Brief 
IoT security for your industrial  
production
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edge.SHIELDOR  



The challenge of finding “the best” OT security for manufacturing plants
It is not uncommon for manufacturing plants to run for twenty years and more, while IT systems often run for consid-
erably less time. Regular security updates are required to protect (IT) equipment, which also applies to plants in the 
production network (OT) from the moment they are connected. 

The status quo of current OT security measures is solid, but no longer sufficient to provide comprehensive protection. 
In practice, it is better to pull the plug. As a result, all reporting suffers, as do attempts to increase efficiency, optimize 
operations, or coordinate plants with each other. Modernization of manufacturing plants (retrofit) often takes years, is 
expensive and time-consuming, and often ends in „the old-fashioned way worked, too…“.

Why choosing the edge.SHIELDOR?
In contrast to a classic firewall that filters out data, the edge.SHIELDOR completely and verifiably separates machines 
and systems from the company network. To ensure the continued operation of a machine or plant, the product allows 
targeted, indirect forwarding of data and remote configuration. All functionalities of the edge.SHIELDOR are checked 
for weak points by permanent and comprehensive security tests. 

An adaptation of existing systems and settings is not required.  
The function and operation of your manufacturing plants remain unchanged.

In addition to maximum security and reliability, the edge.SHIELDOR offers a comprehensive, high-performance, and 
well-secured access to the data generated in the machines and systems. Controls by the central MES can also be 
checked and communicated to the machine. Remote access functions within the company network allow future 
updates of machines and plants with full traceability and monitoring. All actions, process data and transferring files 
are documented in an audit-proof manner.

Benefit from the advantages of the edge.SHIELDOR for your production
   Integrate legacy systems update-free and securely

 		 Security	and	flexibility	through	protocol	conversion	(e.g.	SMBv1	to	SMBv3)

 		 Facilitates	the	integration	of	new	machines	into	existing	infrastructures

 		 Supports	and	secures	third-party	software	as	part	of	the	edge.SHIELDOR	security	structure

 		 Zero-trust	architecture	with	various	authentication	mechanisms

 		 Detection	of	anomalies	in	the	data	flow	(ID/IP)

 		 Secure	remote	configuration	of	systems	within	the	company	network

 		 Transparency	through	central	subnet	management

A safe, homogeneous solution for old and new plants!

84 % of the German companies surveyed were victims of theft,  
industrial espionage or sabotage in 2022.

Communication data and customer data were the most frequently stolen types of data.  
Critical business information was affected in 28 % of cases.

Source: Bitkom 2022: Wirtschaftsschutz 2022
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Production infrastructure without vs. with the edge.SHIELDOR

Production infrastructure without the 
edge.SHIELDOR
Typically, we see customer infrastructures where data 
is captured in proprietary applications via vendor-spe-
cific protocols and merged with high manual effort. File 
exchange often relies on traditional media, such as USB 
storage. Also, management usually has no direct ac-
cess to data from ongoing production - and if it does, 
then often only to a small section of what is needed. 

If a plant is compromised, there is a high risk that the 
entire plant network can be accessed and infected. For 
many, the offline operation of individual plant segments 
is currently the only pragmatic solution to contain at-
tacks. Access to (old) systems for maintenance or re-
pair is often carried out by service technicians on site. 
This increases the risk of infection and overriding de-
spite the separation of IT and OT.

Production infrastructure with the 
edge.SHIELDOR
The edge.SHIELDOR physically separates machines 
and systems, yet the product allows for a comprehen-
sive exchange of files. In the event of of infected files, 
they are identified immediately and moved to quaran-
tine without ever reaching /infecting the system con-
cerned. Thus, our product ensures that your systems 
are not only protected from external attacks, but also 
protected from each other. 

Secure your legacy assets and make production-rele-
vant data available to all stakeholders in a secure and 
fast manner with the edge.SHIELDOR. Service and 
maintenance can also be carried out to a large extent 
remotely (within the company network) without having 
to be physically in front of the relevant plant. 

When using the edge.SHIELDOR, a central access is 
created via the management interface. Here, special 
emphasis is placed on access with proof of identity us-
ing two-factor authentication and logging all activities.
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You would like to know more about the edge.SHIELDOR? 
Contact our expert team directly at sales@cbb.de.

Complementary to this solution brief, see the technical data sheet for download:
https://cbb.de/wp-content/uploads/edge-shieldor_technical-datasheet.pdf
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www.cbb.de/en

cbb software GmbH   |   Isaac-Newton-Strasse 8, 23562 Lübeck , Germany  |   P: +49 451 39771 10   |   E: sales@cbb.de


